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ROOKIE DRAFT ADVICE
THE TOP 8 PICKS IN SUPERFLEX DRAFTS

ARE INCREDIBLY VALUABLE
It is hard to envision a scenario where Caleb Williams, Jayden Daniels,

Drake Maye, Brock Bowers, Marvin Harrison Jr., Malik Nabers, and
Rome Odunze are not all Slam Dunk difference makers for Dynasty
Rosters. JJ McCarthy has joined this group with a rapid offseason
ascent and now has a chance at being drafted inside of the Top 5

Overall Picks in The NFL Draft. If you can trade inside of The Top 8 in
your Superflex leagues right now, then do so.

TRADING INTO THE TOP FOUR IN SINGLE QB LEAGUES
IS WORTH A PRE-DRAFT OVERPAY 

At PlayerProfiler, we have Marvin Harrison Jr., Malik Nabers, and
Rome Odunze ranked as elite Dynasty Assets at the WR position.

Their comparables are all former All-Pros, which is the level we expect
them to reach sooner rather than later in their NFL careers. Brock
Bowers is our TE2 in Dynasty and will be an elite producer at the

position. These four players are foundational players for your
Dynasty Rosters. 
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ROOKIE DRAFT ADVICE
1.05 IN SINGLE QB & 1.09 IN SUPERFLEX LEAGUES

ARE UNDERRATED
 Some scenarios allow these picks to gain an exceptional amount of

value between the NFL Draft and the start of rookie drafts. If Dallas or
The Los Angeles Chargers select an RB on Day Two, that player will

have RB1 potential this season. Buffalo and Kansas City could both be
in the running for a WR. Players like Brian Thomas Jr., Xavier Worthy,

Ladd McConkey, and Adonai Mitchell could be fast risers.

CALEB WILLIAMS IS WORTH A FIRST-ROUND PICK
IN SINGLE QB LEAGUES

QBs often slide down in single QB leagues, as there is far less of a need
for them and far less scarcity at the position than in superflex leagues.

But Williams is different. He can be considered as highly as the 5th
overall pick in single quarterback leagues, right behind the elite wide

receivers and Bowers.
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ROOKIE DRAFT ADVICE
THIS YEAR WR AND QB ARE THE

TRANSFORMATIVE POSITIONS TO WATCH
Last season, RB and TE were the transformative positions for Dynasty.

QB exceeded expectations, as did WR. Our current RB1 and 2 (Bijan
Robinson and Jahmyr Gibbs) and TE1 (Sam LaPorta) were from the
2023 Class. WR was somewhat bailed out by non first round picks

(Nacua our highest rated WR in Dynasty from the class). 

THE 2024 RUNNING BACKS ARE UNDERRATED
We are higher on consensus than some sites on this RB class. Several
players had outstanding combines that propelled them to probably Day

Two Draft Capital and a better statistical shot at NFL success. While
this class lacks a Gibbs, Robinson, or Breece Hall, there is plenty of

utility for our Dynasty Teams. RB needy Dynasty Teams should look to
load up on 2nd and early 3rd round Rookie picks. There will be multiple

players available in that range. 
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ROOKIE DRAFT ADVICE
TE2 IS UP IN THE AIR

BUT THIS CLASS HAS A LOT OF ATHLETICISM
Five TEs ran a 4.62 40 or better. Athleticism at The TE ability matters

more than any other position. Unathletic TEs do not produce in
fantasy. This class will not have any issues in that regard. 

WR COULD BE A RECORD-BREAKING POSITION
ON DAY ONE OF THE NFL DRAFT

We could see the NFL Record of 7 1st Round WRs selected broken or
tied. Multiple sports books list the over under on WRs selected at 6.5.
The NFL is putting a premium on the position, and having productive

WRs on Rookie Contracts is a huge advantage—much like the QB
position. Last year, four WRs were selected in the First Round, and this

class is considerably stronger. 

MICHAEL PENIX JR. AND BO NIX
ARE POTENTIAL SUPERFLEX ROOKIEDRAFT RISERS

Penix Jr. has a lot of buzz heading into the NFL Draft. A strong landing
spot (13 Overall to Las Vegas, 11 to Minnesota?) could result in him
flying up the board. Nix has a shot to land in the First Round as well.
Both players could be drafted much higher in Rookie Drafts than our

SuperFlex rankings reflect. 
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WHERE DOES THE FANTASY RANK COME FROM?
The PlayerProfiler Rookie Rankings, duh!

WHAT IS THE DRAFT GRADE?
The Prospect Grade from NFL.com providing additional context

for a ”non-fantasy” perspective. 
Grade Scale

   8.0 - The perfect prospect
   7.3-7.5 - Perennial All-Pro
   7.0-7.1 - Pro Bowl talent
   6.7-6.9 - Year 1 starter
   6.5-6.6 - Boom-or-bust potential
   6.40-6.49 - Will become good starter within two years
   6.30-6.39 - Will eventually be plus starter
   6.20-6.29 - Will eventually be average starter
   6.10-6.19 - Good backup with the potential to develop into starter
   6.0-6.09 - Traits or talent to be above-average backup
   5.80-5.99 - Average backup or special-teamer
   5.60-5.69 - Candidate for bottom of roster or practice squad
   5.50-5.59 - Priority undrafted free agent

ROOKIE GUIDE TERMS
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WHAT IS ATHLETICISM SCORE?
Summarizes a player’s workout metrics and normalizes for size.

It is derived by aggregating each player’s 40-yard Dash, Burst Score,
and Agility Score, and then factors in a relevant measure of player size
to ensure that big players receive a premium for speed, quickness and

explosiveness. 
For QBs we add a height premium. 
For RBs, we add a BMI premium. 

For WRs & TEs, we add a height & weight premium.

WHY IS BREAKOUT AGE IMPORTANT?
The younger a person is when he/she first becomes a leader in their

respective field, the more likely that person is to go on to become
*phenom*enal at their craft!

HOW DO YOU COME UP WITH THE BEST COMPARABLE?
aggregates physical attributes, college production, workout metrics,

and NFL productivity and efficiency (when available) to find each
player’s most similar peer at his position.

FOR MORE TERMS VISIT THE PLAYERPROFILER GLOSSARY!

ROOKIE GUIDE TERMS
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When identifying the Top Prospects at the QB position in recent memory, names like Andrew Luck and Trevor
Lawrence usually start the conversation. Caleb Williams belongs on that list. One of the most hyped prospects in
recent memory, Williams has been fast tracked for the 1.01 since he burst onto the scene as a True Freshman at
Oklahoma. When he took over in Norman, Williams was so talented, that he forced a transfer of Spencer Rattler- a
mega recruit himself and a player who will be selected on Day Two of The NFL Draft. Williams is my #1 ranked player
in Supeflex, and he can be in consideration anywhere from the 1.05 on in single QB. He is that special of a prospect.
QB1 Overall in Fantasy and the #1 ranked QB in Dynasty is in his range of outcomes as a Pro. He can do it all as a
passer and combines a powerful deep ball with the unique ability to pass on the move and get the ball into tight
windows. When you watch him as a passer, it invokes names such as Aaron Rodgers and Patrick Mahomes. A Five
Star recruit, Williams was one of the best recruits in the country out of Gonzaga in Washington DC. Williams took
over in High School as a Freshman in one of the best HS leagues in the country. After Oklahoma, Williams followed
Head Coach Lincoln Riley to USC and proceeded to win the Heisman Trophy in his Sophomore season. His college
statistics are staggering- 93 TD passes in three seasons. He also added 27 rushing scores. He would have been
selected ahead of Bryce Young, CJ Stroud and Anthony Richardson if he were draft-eligible in 2023. Williams steps
into a strong situation in Chicago, and can produce Top 10 QB numbers as a Rookie. -Theo Gremminger 

CALEB WILLIAMS COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

3,633 115 30 86.5 9.1 19.8

Rodgers
Aaron

6.746.74

QB1QB1
6' 1"

214 lbs

22.4

USC
Caleb Williams Caleb Williams 



At this time last year Jayden Daniels was not being discussed as one of the first-round quarterbacks for the 2024 Draft
Class, but this past year was a near profile erasing season for him. Daniels posted a higher points per game, adjusted
yards per attempt, and passing touchdown rate than Joe Burrow did in his fifth-year senior season at LSU. A season for
Burrow where we saw him go from not being discussed as a first-round quarterback to the first overall pick. Sound
familiar? The deeper we get into the Daniels’ profile, the more tantalizing the upside appears. For reference, he became
just the second first-round quarterback to post at least 45.0 points per game in a collegiate season joining Lamar
Jackson. Which while we know it came with massive rushing production, posting 14.5 points per game strictly as a
rusher, it’s his passing ability that led him to such a historic season. Prior to 2023, Kyler Murray and Tua Tagovailoa
we’re the only first-round quarterbacks to throw for at least 13.0 adjusted yards per attempt in a collegiate season. But
following 2023, that list can now add Daniels to it. Again, we’re talking about Daniels, one of the most electrifying
rushing talents to come through the draft, as being a historic collegiate passer. The most shocking part about Daniels’
profile is the fact he’s not even being valued as a top three selection in Superflex rookie drafts. This level of upside and
value insulation is an absolute bargain in upcoming rookie drafts. -Ian Miller

JAYDEN DANIELS COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

3,813 1,133 40 82.3 7.9 18.7

JACKSON
Lamar

6.736.73

QB2QB2
6' 4"

210 lbs

23.3

LSU
Jayden DanielsJayden Daniels



Drake Maye emerges as my favorite QB prospect in the 2024 rookie class for dynasty fantasy football, showcasing a blend of
athleticism and arm talent that distinguishes him from his peers. Standing at 6-4 and weighing 225-pounds, Maye possesses a
prototypical NFL QB build similar to Josh Allen and Justin Herbert. His dynamic mobility, evidenced by a 4.55-second 40-yard dash
and 95.7 Speed Score, adds an intriguing rushing dimension to his game, enhancing his dynasty upside. Moreover, his arm
strength allows him to deliver precise throws downfield even under pressure, vital for a rookie likely facing challenges behind a
less-than-stellar offensive line. However, Maye is not without his flaws, occasionally displaying lapses in decision-making and
footwork, leading to turnovers under pressure. It doesn’t kill Josh Allen, but it’s been a career disruptor for prospects like Mitch
Trubisky and Daniel Jones. Maye’s overall box score performance dipped in 2023, but he demonstrated growth in footwork and
situational awareness, per scouts. Drawing comparisons to Josh Allen's improvisational style, Maye's knack for spectacular plays,
while exciting, also raises concerns for dynasty general managers. Assessing Maye's fantasy potential, his ability to execute within
the offensive structure while showcasing flashes of brilliance makes him an intriguing prospect. With room for growth and a solid
foundation, Maye's trajectory hints at fantasy relevance in dynasty leagues. As he refines his decision-making and skills, he could
ascend to a top-eight QB in dynasty rankings. With likely top-five overall NFL draft capital, Maye offers both a high ceiling and a
relatively safe floor for fantasy managers. He’s my QB2 in the class and I am fine with selecting him as high as 1.02 overall if roster
construction demands a QB with that pick. -Randell Memphis Young

DRAKE MAYE COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

3,608 449 24 81.0 8.4 20

ALLEN
Josh

6.506.50

QB3QB3
6' 4"

223 lbs

21.6

North Carolina
Drake MayeDrake Maye



SMITH
Alex

One of the rising stars of this year’s NFL Draft is QB J.J. McCarthy. McCarthy’s potential draft value has skyrocketed from fringe
2nd rounder to potential top-five pick in just a couple of months, and it’s easy to see why. He’s entering the NFL at 21 years old
after three very successful seasons at Michigan. He got the OSU monkey off of Michigan’s back by beating them three straight
years, also winning the Big Ten in those seasons. Plus, McCarthy just led Michigan to their first claimed and unshared National
Title since 1948, finishing his career 27-1 as a starter. McCarthy is a Winner. He has one of the highest floors we’ve seen from a
rookie QB. The ceiling is the question mark. - Jason Allwine

J.J. MCCARTHY COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

2,851 171 22 89.2 9.0 19.6

6.406.40

QB4QB4
6'3"

219 lbs

21.2

Michigan
J.J. McCarthyJ.J. McCarthy
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Michael Penix has one of the best comeback stories in this entire draft class - and in recent memory - at the QB
position. Penix tore is ACL not once, but twice. Overcoming injuries of that magnitude and returning to a football
field is impressive enough, but Penix went onto finish his Washington Huskies career as one of the best QBs in
program history. 
A three-star recruit in high school, Penix started his career at Indiana. After the 2021 season, he followed OC
Kalen DeBoer to Washington. Penix blew away all expectations as a Husky, finishing with the two highest single-
season passing yardage totals in program history. His storied Washington career ended with a dream year,
leading the Huskies to a 14-1 record and 36 passing TDs in 2023. 
Penix displayed great athleticism and measurables at the NFL combine and Washington Pro Day. His wing span
(81-inches) and hand size (10.5-inches) are in the 95th-percentile. At Washington Pro Day, Penix ran the 40 in
4.53 seconds. He is an appealing QB prospect with a big arm, strong production and athletic measurables. He is
a potential first round NFL Draft Pick.
-Theo Gremminger 

MICHAEL PENIX COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

4,648 13 35 85.7 9.2 20.3

RIVERS
Phillip

6.256.25

QB5QB5
6' 2"

216 lbs

23.9

Washington
Michael Penix JrMichael Penix Jr



It feels like Nix played in college for 10 years. With 61 starts under his belt, few stones are left unturned when deciphering
what Nix is. His combination of production, athleticism, toughness, and accuracy make him very appealing for QB-needy
teams. There are some questions about his arm strength, but not his ability to process defenses or get the ball out quickly.
Nix led the nation with a 77.4 % completion percentage. 
Nix entered college as a four star recruit, signing with Auburn. He had immediate success as Freshman, winning SEC
freshman of the year and defeating Alabama in The Iron Bowl. Over the next two years saw his production stagnate and
Auburn post mixed results. Nix left The Plains and headed to Oregon as a highly anticipated transfer. 
At Oregon, his production exploded and The Ducks offense proved to be a much better fit. With a quick release and a high
volume of low adot throws, Nix had the best two year run of any QB in Ducks history. He finished his Oregon career Top
Five in Program history in both passing TDs and yards. Last season, he set the single season school record for passing
yardage (4,508) and TDs (45). The video game like numbers also were ridiculous in the running game, as Nix rushed for
20 TDs. Nix has a shot at being selected in the First Round of The NFL Draft, and could be a Week One starter.  
-Theo Gremminger 

CARR
Derek

BO NIX COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

4,508 234 45 87.0 8.8 22.5

6.396.39

QB6QB6
6' 2"

214 lbs

24.1

Oregon
Bo NixBo Nix



MAYFIELD

At one time, Spencer Rattler was fast-tracked for NFL Stardom and viewed as a future First-Round NFL Draft Pick. A Five-Star Recruit, Rattler
excelled early in his career at Oklahoma, winning the starting job as a Redshirt Freshman and leading Oklahoma to a Big 12 Championship. He
finished his freshman year with 34 combined TDs and looked like the next great OU quarterback. Then Caleb Williams enrolled at Oklahoma.
As fast as Rattler ascended, the Williams takeover was impossible to overcome. Williams led Oklahoma to a Red River Rivalry win over Texas
and never looked back. Rattler’s star came crashing down, and despite a 15-2 record as a starter, he was benched for the Superstar Williams.
Rattler ended up transferring to South Carolina. Rattler won the starting job, gaining momentum as The Gamecocks starter. He set a school
record for passing TDs with six in a win over Tennessee, and South Carolina finished the season ranked. Rattler ended his career at South
Carolina with 44 TDs. During his time at Oklahoma, Rattler went 28-14 as a starter. He was invited to The Senior Bowl and gained considerable
momentum with an impressive performance. Rattler won The Senior Bowl MVP and outplayed Michael Penix and Bo Nix. He is a bit undersized
but has accuracy and the ability to expand plays with his scrambling ability. -Theo Gremminger 

SPENCER RATTLER  COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

3,186 102 19 73.6 8.8 19.9

Baker

SPENCER RATTLER ATHLETICISM

5.955.95

QB7QB7
6'0"

211 lbs

23.5

South Carolina
Spencer RattlerSpencer Rattler
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Milton never put it together as a collegiate during his long collegiate career. He transferred
from Michigan to Tennessee and finally received his chance this past season finishing with 20
TD passes and 7 rushing scores. Milton has a cannon of an arm and had five completions over
50 yards in 2023 for the Vols. What will draw NFL teams to the 24 year old Milton are his
undeniable physical tools. He had the fastest throwing velocity at the combine at 62 MPH and
ran a 4.56 40 at Tennessee Pro Day. There will be a few NFL teams that look at Milton's big
arm and say "I can work with that." 
-Theo Gremminger 

JOE MILTON III COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

2,813 299 20 56.1 9.7 20.5

LOCKER
Jake 

5.85.8

QB8QB8
6' 5"

235 lbs

24.1

Tennesse
Joe Milton IIIJoe Milton III



Pratt projects to be a backup QB in the NFL, and should hear his name called on Day Three. He has size and is an accurate
passer. Pratt also is a winner. He helped lead Tulane to a 21-3 record over the past two seasons including a Cotton Bowl win
over USC. Pratt finished his Tulane career with more passing yards than any QB in school history. He was named 2023 AAC
Player of The Year. Bucky Irving Irving was one of the most exciting RBs in the country this past season for Oregon. He led the
nation in RB receptions with 56. Irving displayed dynamic two way ability, finishing with 1593 combined yards and 13 TDs. The
former Minnesota Gophers thrived in Eugene and declared early for the NFL Draft. While Irving’s production is undeniable,
there are some red flags that will most likely limit his NFL Draft Capital. Irving only weighed in at 192 pounds and ran the 40 at
4.55. The 40 Time was especially disappointing, as Irving was expected to run much faster. Irving will be selected on Day
Three and had a chance to carve out a role due to his receiving prowess. -Theo Gremminger 

MICHAEL PRATT COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

2,406 286 22 66.0 8.9 18.9

BROWNING
Jake

MICHAEL PRATT  ATHLETICISM

5.925.92

QB9QB9
6' 3"

217 lbs

22.5

Tulane
Michael PrattMichael Pratt
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Trey Benson is a 6'0", 216-pound running back who played the last two seasons at Florida State. The last two seasons, Benson rushed for at least 900 yards
in each season. Benson needs to improve as a pass catcher, but he is an okay running back in pass protection with good size. Benson has the physical gifts
to be a solid running back at the NFL level. Landing spot is going to matter - as it does with all running backs - but that is especially true in this class. Overall
there is a lot to like about the back from Florida State. 
On tape, Benson displays excellent speed and burst both inside and outside the tackles. He improved as a pass catcher every season and finished his junior
season with the best pass-catching numbers of his career. In 2023, Benson caught 20 passes for 227 yards and scored 15 total touchdowns. Also, in both
seasons at Florida State, Benson saw around 150 carries in each season. Therefore, there is plenty of tread on the tires for this explosive running back. 
NFL teams are going to have to do their due diligence with Benson's injury history. This is a running back who has torn his ACL and MCL in the past, but if
the medicals check out, Benson should be a solid Day 2 pick. He will need to develop in pass protection and with his route-running, but these are skills he
can improve at the next level. Overall, Benson is not a perfect prospect, but there is no doubt there are physical tools that can be developed in the right
situation. - Seth Diewold

TREY BENSON COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

905 227 15 25.0% 5.8 7.0%

DOBBINS
J.K.

TREY BENSON ATHLETICISM

6.236.23

RB1RB1
6' 0"

216 lbs

21.7

Florida State
Trey BensonTrey Benson
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BLAKE CORUM COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,111 117 26 33.3% 4.7 7.7%

WILLIAMS
Javonte

BLAKE CORUM ATHLETICISM

Blake Corum was a MEGA-producer during his four years at Michigan. In 2022, he was having a legitimate Hesiman season, but unfortunately
saw his campaign end after tearing his ACL late in the year. He finished with 1,463 rushing yards in 12 games, averaging 121 rushing yards
per game and 5.9 yards per carry. He didn’t have that same efficiency in 2023, but that’s to be expected coming off the torn ACL. However, he
did finish with seven more total TDs in 2023 (26) than he did in 2022 (19), despite playing in just two more games. One of the biggest criticisms
against Corum is “he didn’t produce enough in the receiving game.” In 2021, he had 24 receptions. The team leader in receptions that same
season was Cornelius Johnson with 39 receptions. Plus, Roman Wilson, a guy who many in the community love, finished with just 25 catches
the same season! That proves how much the Michigan offense was centered around the running game. Corum is more than capable of being a
good pass catcher at the next level. Another criticism Corum received is that he’s not “explosive” and that his 40-yard dash time of 4.52 is a
“red flag.” If you turn on the tape, especially 2021, Corum wins with ELITE vision and change of direction. He’s not a home run hitter like Trey
Benson, but he’s a guy who’s going to have a .310 batting average by getting yards in chunks. At the end of the day, Corum is my RB1 in the
class given his production profile and his tape. Plus, there’s a real chance he reunites with Jim Harbaugh in Los Angeles. If that happens, I
don’t see how he’s not the consensus RB1 across dynasty. -Tyler Knaeble 

6.156.15

RB2RB2
5' 8"

205 lbs

23.3

Michigan
Blake CorumBlake Corum
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JONATHON BROOKS COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,139 286 11 29.3% 6.1 9.0

POLLARD
Tony

Jonathon Brooks, hailing from Texas, emerged as a standout talent during his high school tenure, eventually solidifying his role as the primary running
back for the Longhorns in 2023– after both Bijan Robinson and Roschon Johnson were drafted to the NFL. At 6-0 and 207-pounds, Brooks embodies the
perfect combination of size, speed, strength, and agility, making him an enticing prospect for NFL franchises. Despite limited touches throughout his
college career – only 238 collegiate carries and 28 receptions – his skill set includes excellent execution of both gap and zone run schemes, which
underscores his exceptional field vision. A defining trait of Brooks is his remarkable agility, particularly impressive considering his stature, in addition to
exceptional footwork. His mastery of zone-blocking schemes and impeccable balance evading tackles make him a force to be reckoned with on the field.
Brooks ranks No. 7 in the 2024 draft class with 63 missed tackles forced last year, despite playing only 11 games. Although he may not possess elite long
speed, his explosive burst off the line, coupled with natural hands in receiving plays, showcases his versatility. Moreover, Brooks displays commendable
blocking abilities – a 77 PFF pass-blocking grade in 2023 – further enhancing his value to potential teams. While Brooks exhibits considerable strengths,
there are areas where he can refine his game. Occasionally, he demonstrates a tendency to favor straightforward running routes, which can lead to
moments of limited field awareness. Additionally, while proficient, his route running could benefit from added coaching. Brooks has only run 224 pass
routes in his collegiate career. Nevertheless, his remarkable recovery from the late-season ACL injury, under the guidance of the Dallas Cowboys' team
physician, Dr. Dan Cooper highlights both his resilience and signals interest from Dallas in this year’s upcoming rookie draft. With a promising trajectory in
his rehabilitation, Brooks is poised to make a significant impact once he hits the training camp field, offering immense potential to any team fortunate
enough to secure him in the draft. -Bradley Stalder

6.386.38

RB3RB3
6' 0"

216 lbs

20.7

Texas
Jonathon BrooksJonathon Brooks

Athleticism
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Wright’s long speed is incredibly fun, and his breakaway run rate was an astounding 52-percent in 2023. Among the top-15 rushers in 10-plus yard runs in
2023, Wright had the fewest total carries with 136. Missing his senior season in high school and completing three collegiate seasons with less than 400 total
touches is going to entice teams to utilize his fresh legs in the NFL. However, over three seasons at Tennessee, we saw him finish with 20-plus carries in just
two games while his efficiency dropped and no receptions followed. With 34 career targets in 34 games, Wright can develop into a dependable pass catcher,
but is unlikely to become a prolific three-down back in the league. 

His big play upside does not warrant De’Von Achane comparisons, although his frame is more susceptible to accompanying longevity with that trait. If Jaylen
Wright is drafted on Day Two of the NFL Draft, projections will be all over the place. His big-play ability will draw people to spending a pick in the top-15 of
fantasy rookie drafts and the conversation for RB1 in the class. Wright has all the makings of a rookie breakout, but it will come at the cost of a dynamic
offense, and a great satellite back, like Tyjae Spears in Tennessee. If Wright can run in the 4.3s at the Combine, like rumors have indicated, there is no
reason not to expect a top-36 finish from him during his rookie season. However, I will not be at the front of the line for this Amtrak. - Cody Carpentier

JAYLEN WRIGHT COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,013 141 4 15.5% 7.4 6.4%

SANDERS
Miles

JAYLEN WRIGHT ATHLETICISM

6.336.33

RB4RB4
5' 11"

210 lbs

21.0

Tennessee
Jaylen WrightJaylen Wright
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MASHAWN LLOYD COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

820 232 9 22.4% 6.1 7.5%

SWIFT
D’Andre

MARSHAWN LLOYD ATHLETICISM

After a relatively quiet collegiate career, MarShawn Lloyd burst onto the scene after being THE standout RB at this year’s Senior Bowl. Ask
anyone and he was the most impressive RB there- as a pass catcher, runner, and even blocker. He backed up his Senior Bowl outing with a
very impressive combine performance as well. He measured inat 5’9” 220 lbs and then ran a 4.46 40, putting his speed score in the 93rd
percentile. With a 92nd percentile BMI and 86th percentile Bench Press (25 reps), Lloyd also demonstrated that he can bring size and
strength to the NFL level too. All this has led even Daniel Jeremiah to come out recently to say Lloyd is his highest rated RB in the class.
Lloyd didn’t necessarily see a lot of volume in college, but was incredibly efficient. He spent 3 years at the University of South Carolina where
he didn’t see much opportunity but still had 11 TDs his Junior year. And last season after transferring to USC, Lloyd had 116 carries for 820
yards and 9 TDs. That’s a very solid average of 7.1 yards per carry and 0.81 TDs per game. He also had 13 receptions for 232 yards,
showcasing just how explosive he can be as a pass catcher with a whopping 17.8 yards per catch. 
Marshawn Lloyd will be dangerous at the NFL level, and would have massive upside with volume. There’s potential he is one of the biggest
risers at the RB position based on his landing spot. -Jason Allwine
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BRAELON ALLEN COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

984 132 12 30.7% 6.1 6.6%

To my surprise, Braelon Allen has quietly turned into one of the most polarizing prospects in the entire 2024 NFL
Draft. As of right now, I’m highly anticipating Allen being a late day two selection, the middle of the 3rd round
feels appropriate after taking into consideration his collegiate production, NFL combine performance, and
measurable’s. 
Allen left high school a year early and rushed for 1,268 yards at just 17 years old.  Since he was an early
declare, that means he will complete his entire rookie campaign at the ripe age of 20 years old, an extremely
rare and I would argue appealing accomplishment. Coming in at 6’1, 235 lbs, Allen has not only a wildly
impressive build but extremely impressive production at Wisconsin. 
It’s completely understood that 2023 was a “down” year in comparison to his previous two seasons. Underrated
jump cuts, arm tackles aren’t going to work, and is super instinctive in short yardage with a high success rate on
those carries. Braelon Allen was quite literally built in a lab, amassing nearly 3,500 rushing yards and 36 TD’s in
35 collegiate games. No stage was too big for Allen, here’s a prospect that I found myself often rooting for and
I’m genuinely excited to see him play at the next level.  -Austin Abbott
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WILL SHIPLEY COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

827 244 7 28.4% 5.3 9.6%

The term “underrated” gets thrown around a lot. Maybe a little too much. But in the case of the running back from
Clemson, Will Shipley, that is exactly what he is…underrated. Shipley started 27 games at a big time football program
and rushed for more than 700 yards every year he played for the Tigers. He also racked up almost 70 receptions in his
final two years in school. Producing at a premiere program, especially for an entire career usually garnishing more hype
and enthusiasm. I guess Will Shipley had to create his own buzz throughout the process.

Shipley did not participate at the NFL Combine but he did show the scouts what he was made of at the Clemson Pro-
Day. He ran a 4.39 40-yard dash and showed off his burst, agility, and explosiveness throughout the day. Shipley has
shown the skills to make tacklers miss but his ceiling at the next level may be limited. That’s okay because he can be a
weapon as an RB 2 for a team in the NFL. Running backs that have athleticism and can be a plus in the passing game
should be touted in fantasy football. It is time to get Will Shipley on everyone’s fantasy radar
-Matty Kiwoom.
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DYLAN LAUBE COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

793 699 16 36.5% 5.1 N/A

EDMONDS 
Chase

DYLAN LAUBE ATHLETICISM

Remember Danny Woodhead? Woodhead finished as the fantasy points per game RB14 in 2013 and RB6 in 2015 by catching 76 and 80
passes in those two hyper-productive seasons. Dylan Laube is Danny Woodhead 2.0. Laube is bigger at 206 pounds. Laube is more athletic
(99.6 vs. 96.4 Athleticism Scores). Laube is a more NFL-ready rusher, evidenced by his 2000-plus rushing yards and 33 touchdowns in his
final two seasons at New Hampshire. Most importantly, Laube is even at better receiver. He caught 117 passes in his final two college
seasons, and was touted by multiple scouts as the "best overall receiver" at the 2024 Senior Bowl in Mobile, AL. Woodhead went undrafted
and toiled away on practice squads before breaking through. Laube has the NFL's attention. His New Hampshire tape showed balance, poise
and power. His NFL Scouting Combine performance was exceptional, particularly the 10.86 (96th percentile) Agility Score. Laube's college
production and athletic profile comp him to a long list of elite NFL satellite backs from Danny Woodhead to Aaron Jones. The NFL has
changed significantly since Woodhead went undrafted. A new appreciation for RB receiving skills has boosted Laube draft stock into Rounds
3-4, likely being drafted before Aaron Jones and Tony Pollard went off the board. Unlikely many small school satellite backs of the past,
Laube is teed up to produce in Year 1 and is the perfect pick in the third round of rookie drafts -Matt Kelley 
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All of the makings of a top-10 running back in this 2024 NFL draft class, Ray Davis is a hammer
in the running game with the ability to manage the line of scrimmage with his eyes and slight
movements in the backfield. His patience and acceleration are a lethal combo that saw him rush
for over 1,000 yards in the SEC for two separate universities. He portrays a Power Five version
of the great Georgia Southern running back Jerick McKinnon. McKinnon flashed in opportunities
with the Minnesota Vikings finishing as high as RB23 in fantasy points per game - in 2017. 
- Cody Carpentier

RAY DAVIS COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,066 317 20 42.9% 5.7 11.0%

VEREEN
Shane

RAY DAVIS ATHLETICISM
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KIMANI VIDAL COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,661 201 15 31.5% 5.6 7.5%

PACHECO
Isiah

KIMANI VIDAL ATHLETICISM

Over the past decade, I have learned not to overrate G5 prospects after ranking, and drafting players like
Kenneth Dixon, Rashaad Penny and Darrell Henderson in dynasty leagues. I will no longer overvalue the
runners out of smaller programs against lower-level competition. Nonetheless, Kimani Vidal is worthy of
being selected later in dynasty drafts. At the Combine, the former Troy runner displayed high-level
athleticism, and he is my No. 11 ranked RB prospect based on film study and my prospect model. 
-John Laub
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BUCKY IRVING COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1063 395 12 18.5% 6.2 13.1%

RIDDICK
Theo

BUCKY IRVING ATHLETICISM

Irving was one of the most exciting RBs in the country this past season for Oregon. He led the nation in
RB receptions with 56. Irving displayed dynamic two way ability, finishing with 1593 combined yards and
13 TDs. The former Minnesota Gophers thrived in Eugene and declared early for the NFL Draft. While
Irving’s production is undeniable, there are some red flags that will most likely limit his NFL Draft Capital.
Irving only weighed in at 192 pounds and ran the 40 at 4.55. The 40 Time was especially disappointing,
as Irving was expected to run much faster. Irving will be selected on Day Three and had a chance to
carve out a role due to his receiving prowess. -Theo Gremminger 
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ISAIAH DAVIS COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,578 199 12 34.7% 7.6 N/A

ALLGEIER
Tyler

ISAIAH DAVIS ATHLETICISM

Davis is a promising FCS standout from South Dakota State- one of best programs outside of
FBS. During his career, Davis rushed for 4500 yards and 50 TDs. He was a two time FCS All
American. He also flashed skills as a receiver- although he was not asked to do that much in
SDSU’s power attack. The 220 pound Davis has terrific size, and impressed at The NFL Combine.
He ran a 4.57 40, and put up 23 reps on the bench press. Davis will be the next Jackrabbit to be
drafted by the NFL, following in the footsteps of Dallas Goedert, Tucker Kraft and Pierre Strong.
Expect to hear his name called on Day Three. -Theo Gremminger 
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AUDRIC ESTIME COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,341 142 18 31.1% 6.4 5.4%

HOWARD
Jordan

AUDRIC ESTIME ATHLETICISM

Estime had one of the best seasons for a RB in Notre Dame history in 2023. He finished with a Fighting Irish record
18 rushing TDs. Estime’s 1341 rushing yards rank 5th in Program history. The former four star recruit provided
many exciting moments, ripping off long TD runs including an 80 yard TD against NC State. The 20 year old Estime
was one of the most highly anticipated players at his position at The NFL Combine. He proceeded to run a 4.71 40 -
the slowest at his position. His other measurements were strong- his broad jump and vertical were top four at the
position. Just how far NFL teams punish his slow 40 remains a mystery. Overcoming an 89.8 Speed Score is tough
to overcome for future fantasy success. But Estime is an intriguing player and could be the second straight Notre
Dame RB to overcome a slow 40 time, following in the footsteps of Kyren Williams. -Theo Gremminger 
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TYRONE TRACY COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

716 132 8 22.6% 6.3 9.1%

GIBSON
Antonio

TYRONE TRACY ATHLETICISM

Tyrone Tracy Jr. has been in college since 2018 and has played at Iowa and now Purdue. Tracy was a three-star wide receiver and
he was a MEGA producer coming out of high school in Indianapolis, Indiana. He finished his senior year in high school with over
1,000 yards receiving AND rushing. Fast forward to 2024 when Tracy posted 714 rushing yards, 138 receiving yards and scored
eight times. There are some positive indicators in his performance profile that are encouraging. The running back’s PFF Run Grade
was over a 90.0, he evaded more than 45 tackles, and yards after contact per attempt over 4.4. Tracy is definitely an intriguing
sleeper running back prospect. At the NFL Combine, Tracy measured in at five foot eleven inches and 209 pounds. He caught the
eyes of the league when he ran a sub 4.5 40-yard dash, which is in the 82nd-percentile. The former Boilermaker also posted a 40-
inch vertical jump, a 10’4” broad jump, and a 6.81 3-cone drill. Those metrics compiled to give Tracy a 77th-percentile Speed Score,
93rd-percentile Burst Score, and 96th-percentile Agility Score. It will be tough for Tracy to see significant draft capital but he has
certainly proved that if he ends up on a 53 man roster at any point that he should be valued in fantasy football.  -Matty Kiwoom
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ISAAC GUERENDO COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

810 234 11 19.4% 6.1 7.0%

DAVIS
Knile

ISAAC GUERENDO ATHLETICISM

Every year there are players who perform well at The NFL Combine, but sometimes there are players that simply put on a
show. Guerendo falls into the latter category. The 222 pound Guerendo ran a 4.33 40, resulting in a 125.7 Speed Score-
the third highest score of all time. He added a 41.5 inch vertical - the highest score among all RBs. The athletic scores
were massive for Guerendo and put him on the radar screen from many NFL Teams and Fantasy managers alike.
Guerendo was part of a committee backfield last season at Louisville, and finished with 11 rushing scores and 11 TDs. He
also added 22 receptions. How will NFL teams treat Guerendo? Last year’s highest speed score performer Deneric Prince
went Undrafted- an issue Guerendo should not have. If he lands well AND has higher than expected draft capital, we need
to quickly adjust.
-Theo Gremminger 
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JADEN SHIRDEN COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

1,478 123 11 28.8% 7.5 0.0%

MITCHELL
Keaton

JADEN SHIRDEN ATHLETICISM

Shirden is one of the more interesting RB sleepers in this year’s draft class. A small school
standout out of Monmouth, Shirden put up dominant stats at the FCS level, and finished as a
two time All American and CAA Player of the year. He backed up his production with an
impressive Shrine Bowl, and was even more impressive at The NFL Combine. Shirden ran a
4.45 40. Shirden is a smaller back, but will have a chance to carve a role in an RBBC.
 -Theo Gremminger 
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GREEN
A.J.

AJ Green, Julio Jones, Calvin Johnson—there are Alpha WR1s and then there are Alpha WR1s. Marvin Harrison Jr. is an Alpha WR1. He is a
rare talent and the best NFL prospect at the WR position since Ja’Marr Chase, who was selected fifth overall in the 2021 NFL Draft. Harrison is
already being valued as a top-five to top-six WR in Dynasty - for good reason. He checks off all of the boxes. 
And I mean ALL of the boxes. Size? Harrison Jr. is prototypically built at 6-3 and 209 pounds. Athleticism? While he did not test at the NFL
combine, Harrison Jr.'s athletic exploits at Ohio State are unquestionable. He was ranked No. 2 overall on Bruce Feldman’s Freaks List- a
great indicator of elite NFL athleticism. Production? MHJ posted back-to-back seasons with 14 TD catches and 1200-plus receiving yards for
the Buckeyes. He is top-five in OSU history in catches, yardage and TD catches. How about lineage? His father Marvin Harrison, Sr. is one of
the best WRs ever in the NFL and a Hall of Famer. 
We do not like to use words like “can’t miss” in the evaluation process, but Marvin Harrison Jr. is a can’t-miss prospect. NFL Teams will support
this sentiment and select him early in the NFL Draft—as highly as No. 3 Overall to New England. The question is not “Where should I select
MHJ in my Rookie Draft,” but where should I select him in my dynasty startup? He is a foundational piece to any dynasty roster. 
- Theo Gremminger 
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67 1,211 14 47.9% 31.8% 20.1

MARVIN HARRISON JR. COLLEGE STATS  (2023)

Athleticism
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MALIK NABERS ATHLETICISM

Last October, I started contemplating the possibility that Malik Nabers might be the No. 1 wide receiver prospect in the NFL Draft.
Was I crazy for even considering placing anyone over Marrison Harrison, Jr., who was the clear consensus top receiver on draft
boards? I kept watching LSU and scouting Nabers. By December, I had moved the Tigers’ playmaker ahead of the Buckeyes’ star
in my rankings. Over the holiday season, I plugged the numbers into my WR model for the top prospects. Nabers popped and
surpassed Harrison in many categories that I value highly. After looking at the production and efficiency numbers, I felt confident
Nabers was the best wideout in the Draft. Studying the film, the three-year competitor makes plays all over the gridiron at all three
levels of the defense. A versatile competitor, Nabers can be employed inside and outside, and explodes upfield with the ball in his
hands. He tracks the ball well deep and secures it with exceptional ball skills. Without reservation, Nabers stands above all
receivers in my analysis, and ranks among the top-5 WR prospects in my decade scouting the position. -John Laub

CHASE
Ja’Marr
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89 1,569 14 33.7% 31.9% 19.1

MALIK NABERS COLLEGE STATS  (2023)



While Rome Odunze is my WR3 overall in the 2024 class, I also have him ranked top-12 in dynasty. He is that good. Odunze was dominant this past season
at Washington, finishing with more PPR fantasy points than any WR in College Football. The Huskies leaned on Odunze in their potent passing attack, and
he finished with 92 catches for 1,640 yards and 13 TDs. He put up these gaudy statistics despite the presence of Jalen McMillan and Ja’Lynn Polk - two
players who will hear their names called in this year's NFL Draft. Washington even used Odunze on punt returns this season. 
Unlike MHJ and Malik Nabers, Odunze chose to participate in the NFL Combine. His impressive performance locked up likely top-10 overall NFL Draft
capital. He displayed jaw-dropping athleticism with a 4.45 40-yard dash at 6-3 and 212-pounds. Odunze also added a 39-inch vertical and a 4.03 20-yard
shuttle. He has a track background and it showed. In high school, Odunze was not only Nevada’s Gatorade State player of the year in football, but also was a
State Champion in the 200-meter dash. 
Production. Athleticism. Elite Route Running Skills and Big Play Ability. Odunze checks off all of the boxes for an Alpha WR1. He would be considered the
top WR prospect in his class in many previous seasons, but the hype for him is not quite where it should be because of the presence of Harrison Jr. and
Nabers. Make no mistake about it, Odunze is a massive addition to any dynasty roster. -Theo Gremminger 

JEFFERSON
Justin

ROME ODUNZE ATHLETICISM
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Brian Thomas Jr. burst onto the draft scene as a true college junior in 2023. While he logged notable playing time as a sophomore, he did not achieve the thresholds
needed to break out that year. But once he broke out as a junior, he was a true supernova with a 68-1177-17 season, playing over 86-percent of his snaps out wide.
That was good for the 13th-most receiving yards while his 17 touchdowns led the nation. We should not be too surprised, as he was a four-star recruit coming in to
LSU and a multi-sport athlete who excelled at both football and basketball in high school. After his nuclear junior year at LSU, he declared for the NFL draft, creating
plenty of first round buzz. Then came the Combine, where the hype machine went into overdrive. Thomas measured 6-3 at 209-pounds, ran a 4.33 40-yard dash
(giving him a 99th-percentile Speed Score), adding a 38.5-inch vertical jump and a 10-6 broad jump (good for an 83-percent Burst Score). Those results give him the
top RotoViz Freak Score in the entire class, which is a measure designed to project TD-scoring potential in the NFL.
Bottom line, as a first round NFL draft pick, Thomas Jr. will likely be going somewhere near the back end of the first round of superflex rookie drafts and squarely in
the middle of the first in 1QB drafts. His YPRR is definitely a concern. We also don’t want to overvalue his Combine results as they really just confirm what we saw in
his final season. Still, Thomas is the type of player who could be a massive hit in the right offense but there are also just enough red flags to keep us from becoming
overly-enthusiastic about his chances to succeed.
-Dan Williamson

WATSON
Christian

BRIAN THOMAS JR ATHLETICISM
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Xavier Worthy is a snake in a can. Seemingly small and harmless, but loaded with explosive energy and packs a punch when released.
What he lacks in size, he makes up for in incendiary athleticism and world-class technique. Putting any size concerns to rest, his record-
breaking 4.21-second 40-yard dash time translates to a 77th-percentile Speed Score. His 96th percentile Burst Score, a predictive metrics
for receivers, places him in an elite tier of athlete. For Worthy, the college production is what seals the deal. He recorded nearly 1,000
receiving yards on a 30-percent target share before the age of 19, yielding a 97th-percentile Breakout Age. This dominance continued to the
tune of over 1,700 receiving yards and 14 touchdowns over the next two seasons. He concluded his collegiate career with an 89th-
percentile target share and is the only receiver in this class with 14-plus fantasy points per game in every collegiate season. When
analyzing Worthy's film, his NFL-ready talent is apparent. He excels at manipulating and attacking defensive backs' blind spots, utilizing
sharp breaks and otherworldly speed to create separation. His comprehension of leverage also makes him a master of breaking through
press coverage. Don’t be deterred by his frame; Worthy is the real deal and will excel at the next level. -Matt Babich 

JACKSON
DeSean

XAVIER WORTHY ATHLETICISM
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Adonai "AD" Mitchell has almost no red flags on his college resume; however, one of the leading translatable statistics from college to the NFL for wide receivers is yards per route
run. Mitchell averaged 1.72 YPRR in 2023 on a loaded Texas roster featuring three other NFL Draft Prospects in Ja'Tavion Sanders, Xavier Worthy, and Jordan Whittington.
Despite finishing bottom-five in the draft class in YPRR in 2023, he finished with just one drop, 45 first downs, a 16.0 ADOT, and 11 total touchdowns on 86 targets. Mitchell was a
three-star prospect coming out of high school in Antioch, Tennessee, with offers from Ole Miss, Arkansas, and Auburn. He decided, instead, to commit to the yet-to-be National
Champion Georgia Bulldogs. 

During Mitchell's two seasons at Georgia, he racked up 69 targets and 562 yards while playing along side Brock Bowers, George Pickens, and Ladd McConkey. However, his
most impressive statistic might just be that he caught a touchdown in all four College Football Playoff games at Georgia. Admittedly, Mitchell talked about his lack of speed
throughout routes, noting that "I love alternating speed during routes, it allows me to stay on the field for a full drive." He unexpectadly ran a 4.34 40-yard dash in February's NFL
Combine. As a route runner, Mitchell dominates in contested areas, succeeding at just a 34-percent rate according to PFF; however, when the tape is running and the lights are
on, there are few other receivers you'd want in the red zone or on 3rd down. Mitchell carries comps like George Pickens, Mike Evans, and CeeDee Lamb. Oh, and Mitchell caught
a touchdown in the 2023 College Football Playoff game as well, that is five-for-five in his career. - Cody Carpentier

WALLACE
Mike

ADONAI MITCHELL ATHLETICISM
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Ladd McConkey's evaluation as an NFL rookie prospect presents a unique blend of contrasts, particularly when considering his collegiate production profile and
how he looks on film. McConkey's physical profile may not be the most imposing in terms of size, but his agility and speed more than compensate. His ability to
accelerate quickly allows him to create separation from defenders, making him an excellent option for short to intermediate routes. Furthermore, his body control
and balance enable him to make challenging catches and maintain possession under pressure.McConkey's collegiate career does not fit the typical mold of early-
declare receivers. When looking at advanced metrics like receiving yards per team pass attempt, his best season stands at just 1.63, putting him at the end of the
list for 2024 prospects. However, his numbers on a per-route-run basis reveal a different story. McConkey shines with a best-season average of over three yards
per route run. Ladd also contributed in Georgia’s run game and his yards after catch numbers show his knack for turning small gains into chunk plays. His versatility
was further showcased on his contributions to the special teams, where he proved to be a reliable returner. McConkey's prowess as a route runner is indisputable.
His ability to create separation and navigate the field places him among the top talents in his class. The complexity arises when considering his route running
volume in Georgia's offensive scheme. The limited number of routes he ran, whether due to strategic decisions or other factors, adds a layer of uncertainty to his
evaluation. This situation bears resemblance to Puka Nacua's prior to the draft, where subjective assessments had to compensate for his underutilization at BYU.
Ladd McConkey emerges as a prospect whose evaluation requires a balance between traditional metrics and the context of his usage within his college offense.
With the right development and system fit, he has the potential to exceed the expectations set by analytics and make a significant impact in the NFL. -Chalk

HARVIN
Percy 

LADD MCCONKEY ATHLETICISM
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In the ever-evolving landscape of dynasty fantasy football, identifying breakout stars before they hit the mainstream is key to gaining a competitive edge.
Enter Keon Coleman, the electrifying wide receiver prospect generating buzz. Standing at an imposing 6-foot-4 and projected to weigh anywhere from
210- to 215-pounds, Coleman possesses a rare combination of size, speed, and athleticism that has scouts and analysts salivating over his potential.
Coleman's upside for fantasy was on display against LSU on September 3rd, 2023. Watch the game highlights to see his catch and run ability and elite
ball skills. Coleman caught nine passes for 122 yards and a whopping three TDs. His scores included a slant he took to the house and a contested ball
in the end zone. We were impressed with Coleman’s ability to “track and pluck” the ball in tight physical spaces. He can rack up fantasy points in a
variety of ways. Coleman also returned punts on occasion at Florida State, indicating he has ability in the open field. Coleman projects as a fringe-first
round NFL draft prospect. He is a throwback-style X receiver, who reminds us a lot of Allen Robinson. He is a great fit for almost any NFL team. A quick
search of Keon Coleman on social media, and you find he is one of the more polarizing prospects in fantasy due to his lack of overall production in 2023.
Though that is a data point to note, the lack of production is baked into his rookie mock draft cost. Coleman is WR6 with an ADP of 1.11 in superflex
formats.  -Alan Seslowsky

ROBINSON
Allen

KEON COLEMAN ATHLETICISM
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WILLIAMS
Jameson

TROY FRANKLIN ATHLETICISM

Troy Franklin displayed strong efficiency from the moment he stepped onto the field at Oregon as a freshman. While he played sparingly in 2021, the team made a
concerted effort to get him the ball, targeting him on 26-percent of his routes, an elite number. The next season, Franklin fully broke out with 61 receptions, 891 yards,
and nine touchdowns, leading the team by nearly 2:1 margins. He posted stellar marks in all advanced peripherals and had a diverse route tree. As a junior in 2023,
Franklin quietly put up stats that rival the likes of Marvin Harrison Jr. and Malik Nabers. He upped all his counting stats to 81 receptions, 1383 yards, and 14
touchdowns, despite competing with new transfer WR Tez Johnson, who had played three years at Troy and was on the NFL Draft radar already. Franklin was
targeted on 28-percent of his routes at 13 yards downfield on average, a combination that doesn’t look all too different from the top-three receivers in this class.
Franklin’s 3.4 yards per route run this season is closer to Harrison Jr.’s 2023 mark than Rome Odunze’s, for context. Additionally, Franklin averaged 4.7 yards after the
catch per target, the same as Nabers (at the same average target depth), who is widely considered the most explosive receiver after the catch in this class. The one
concern with Franklin’s profile is his size, as he measured in at 6-2 and 176-pounds at the NFL Combine. However, he was reportedly dealing with flu symptoms and
had lost nearly 10 pounds because of it. Even still, his combine performance gives him a 90th-percentile 40-yard dash and 83rd-percentile Burst Score on
PlayerProfiler. A speedy wide receiver who can run a wide variety of routes and make plays after the catch definitely has a spot in not just the NFL, but on dynasty
rosters. He’s in the running for WR4 in this class after the big three.  - Joshua Larky
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A breakout didn’t happen until Xavier Legette’s senior campaign where he posted 71 receptions, 1,255 receiving yards, seven
touchdowns and a 35.5-percent College Dominator Rating for the South Carolina Gamecocks. Later breakouts can be an
immediate red flag in his performance profile but his traits and size may be enough to keep his value high. Legette is a
downfield threat that displayed an ability to make plays in 2024 with his well above average hands and the way he is able to
extend to make the catch. He projects to be a second or third round pick in 2024 rookie drafts. Legette measured in and
tested at the combine. The wide receiver came in at six foot one and 221-pounds which is exciting given his 94th-percentile
40-yard dash, 98th-percentile Speed Score, and 89th percentile Burst Score. He is projected to be selected in the second
round of the NFL Draft. The best comparable player on PlayerProfiler is Robert Meachem but if Xavier Legette can show early
success at the next level he will have the capability of reaching a higher ceiling than Meachem did in the NFL. A nice landing
spot would be this wide receiver prospect very exciting for fantasy football. -Matty Kiwoom

MEACHAM
Robert

XAVIER LEGETTE ATHLETICISM
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DIGGS
Stefon

Growing up in Hawaii wasn’t all sunshine and rainbows for Roman Wilson. Wilson lived on the island of Maui, while
attending high school on the island of Oahu. Yes, Roman Wilson flew to school every day in ninth grade. He won the State
Championship in the 100-meter dash, finishing with a career-best of 10.68 seconds. Wilson attended The Opening in 2019
where he won the "Fastest Man" award with a 4.37 laser 40-yard dash. After visiting UCLA, Cal, and Oregon, Wilson visited
Ann Arbor and felt at home, where he would eventually earn All-Big Ten Second Team honors and tally nearly 1,900 all-
purpose yards. Wilson is a different wide receiver in the sense that he isn’t your prototypical alpha receiver, he isn’t your
standard miniature slot target magnet, nor is he a big-bodied red zone target. Heck, he doesn’t even fit the new age
“archetype”, while weighing around 190-pounds. Wilson played 44 games at Michigan but was only allowed to show the
upside he could bring to the box score in five career games in which he finished with five or more receptions, scoring
multiple touchdowns or surpassing 100 yards. He has what it takes to become a dynamic No. 2 in an NFL offense during his
rookie campaign. Possessing traits to morph into a dynamic slot receiver, Wilson is on the slighter side of upper body
strength, but has some of the strongest hands in the class. I see multiple ways Roman Wilson can succeed in the NFL.
Although a best comparable is tough, he shows traits similar to Jaxon Smith-Njigba in his gait, as well as the ball skills and
route running ability of an  Amon-Ra St. Brown. -Cody Carpentier
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SANDERS
Emmanuel

RICKY PEARSALL ATHLETICISM

After a prolific 14-reception, 342-yard game (the Arizona 6A record) against Gilbert High during his junior season in high school, Ricky Pearsall’s name
quickly vaulted up the recruiting ranks in the state of Arizona. Pearsall finished the season with 1,153 yards and 15 touchdowns, but his senior season was
not nearly as impressive. Pearsall committed to the Sun Devils in his hometown of Tempe. He spent three seasons there, breaking out during his junior
season with future Heisman winner, Jayden Daniels, at the helm. During his two seasons at the University of Florida, Pearsall compiled 98 receptions, 1,626
yards, and nine touchdowns in 25 games. In the final game of the 2023 season, he was 52 yards shy of eclipsing 1,000 receiving yards on the season,
something no Florida Gator receiver has accomplished since 2002 when Taylor Jacobs did it. Not Kadarius Toney, Van Jefferson, Riley Cooper, Percy
Harvin, Chad Jackson, or Demarcus Robinson. He lined up out wide on 353 snaps, and in the slot on 425 in 2023, splitting each of those up amongst left and
right – 393 to the left, and 385 to the right. His versatility is endless within alignments. In 2021, he heavily favored lining up wide, and in 2022 it switched to
70-percent slot. Pearsall has an opportunity to dominate in PPR formats due to his sheer route-running ability, 70-percent of his receptions finished in first
downs during his 2023 campaign. From a play-style stance, my comparison is Cedrick Wilson and Ronnie Bell, but Pearsall has the upside to be a Rashee
Rice type in fantasy football, growing into a role that is a dependable and valuable No. 2 on an offense. -Cody Carpentier
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SAMUEL
Curtis

During his 4-year career, Malachi Corley made the most of his opportunities against Power Five schools. He totaled 88 yards and a
touchdown against Ohio State, 12 receptions, 93 yards, and a touchdown against Auburn, and 70-plus yards twice against Indiana.
After gaining nearly 40 pounds of mass since walking onto the WKU campus, Corley became a YAC monster, finishing with 8.6
YAC/reception in 2023. Over the last three seasons, he amassed 2,056 total yards after the catch. Reader discretion is advised…
watching Malachi Corley leaves me with just a few names to compare him to: Golden Tate, Curtis Samuel, and Tyreek Hill… Hill is
the most dynamic player in football for obvious reasons. His lower body strength, durability, and overall speed are second to none,
but one thing that has always been an awe to me, is his lower body elasticity. It’s almost as if he has rubber for tendons. Likely
outcomes for him range from a Bo Melton-like situation, being cut in fall camp, up to a Tyreek Hill-lite. My expectation of Malachi
Corley is a slot-dominant accelerator that can elevate an offense on day one, similar to what Curtis Samuel did during his second
season in Carolina. -Cody Carpentier
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Devontez ‘Tez’ Walker was the head of a lot of conversations in the fall of 2023, as his transfer waiver was denied by the NCAA, causing him to miss the Tar Heels' first
4 games. Reports came out during that time that he had his nose deep in the playbook while he wasn’t able to play, and was asking to play on the scout team while
ineligible. Upon returning, Walker never missed a step. He debuted for North Carolina against Syracuse and caught six passes for 43 yards. Over the next two weeks,
Walker caught 17 passes for 278 yards and four touchdowns. He was prepared to make a statement. Before transferring to North Carolina, the Charlotte native attended
North Carolina Central as a freshman, where he registered no stats before transferring up a division to Kent State. 

At Kent State, Walker put 17-pounds of mass on his frame between his RS freshman season and RS sophomore season, allowing Walker to burst onto the scene early
with performances against elite competition. Walker registered four receptions, 56 yards and a touchdown on opening weekend against Washington. Just three weeks
later in Athens, he crested 100 yards and scored against the reigning National Champion Georgia Bulldogs. Walker brings an explosive play style downfield, but is limited
in the short area and was always tackled by the first defender. Walker will fit into any offense as a pure stretch receiver with the raw talent to become a real No. 1 within
two years. Showing small flashes of Justin Jefferson-type body control and play-making ability, the allure of Walker will elicit a broad range of evaluations this spring.
-Cody Carpentier

ANDERSON
Chosen Robbie

DEVONTEZ WALKER ATHLETICISM
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DOUBS
Romeo

JA’LYNN POLK ATHLETICISM

Overshadowed for two seasons at Washington, behind stud receivers Rome Odunze and Jalen McMillan, Polk finished with 108
targets in 2023, good for 15th in the country. Although his 16.8 yards per reception could be digested to interpret Polk as a deep
threat, that is not his game – Polk dominates the middle quadrants 5-15 yards from the line of scrimmage. With an average depth
of target at 13.8, his YAC-ability comes in handy, as a proficient creator, finishing Top 40 in overall YAC in 2023. He is going to be
a longstanding pro in the NFL, similar to his play-style comparable I tabbed him with, Adam Thielen, First Downs on First Downs!
Expectations for a player like Polk during his rookie season can be compared to a couple of guys in the 2023 NFL Draft, Jonathan
Mingo and Rashee Rice, a pair of 2nd round picks in the NFL that grew into their offense after a few weeks and exposed the
fantasy industry with plenty of usable weeks. As a great value, likely in the 3rd Round of Rookie Dynasty drafts, Polk will be a top
target of mine in May, if the NFL Draft falls right.  -Cody Carpentier
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FLOWERS
Zay

MALIK WASHINGTON ATHLETICISM

Malik Washington had the quietest 110 catch season imaginable this past season for UVA. A Northwestern transfer, Washington matriculated
in Charlottesville and exploded, finishing with 1426 receiving yards and nine TD grabs. Washington accounted for a staggering 44% of
Virginia’s receptions, 47% of their receiving yards, and 47% of their TD grabs. He was one of the most dominant WRs in college football.
Washington broke the record for the most receptions in ACC history, and finished first team all conference while making some All American
lists. 
Washington was dominant at The Shrine Bowl, but really opened up eyes at The NFL Combine. He projects as a slot receiver at 5-8 195.
Washington had a terrific combine performance, with a 4.47 with a 42.5 inch vertical (99th percentile). He has toughness, great hands and
strong route running. With his combination of production and athleticism, Washington is most likely going to be selected on Day Two. 
-Theo Gremminger 
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Jalen McMillian feels like the Washington wide receiver who has been left out of all the NFL Draft hype because of the stellar seasons from
Rome Odunze and Ja’Lynn Polk in 2023. Unfortunately for McMillan, he couldn’t experience the same success as those guys due to a knee
injury that sidelined him for most of the season.That being said, it would be malpractice to not mention McMillan’s tremendous 2022 season.
 
In 2022, McMillan led the Huskies in receptions (79), touchdown receptions (9) and was second in receiving yards (1,098). McMillan almost
doubled the receptions and yards that Polk had in 2022, despite both of them playing 13 games. In the 11 games Odunze and McMillan played
together that same season, McMillan was the leading receiver in five of those games while Odunze was the leader in the other six, almost a
50/50 split. That’s pretty outstanding when you consider the fact Odunze is viewed as a top 10 pick in this year’s draft. 
Don’t let the recency bias fool you, McMillan is a legit prospect and I’d be shocked if he wasn’t a Day 2 selection. 
-Tyler Knaeble

AGHOLOR
Nelson

JALEN MCMILLAN ATHLETICISM
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REYNOLDS
Josh

BRENDEN RICE. ATHLETICISM

Brenden Rice started his college career in 2020 at Colorado. After spending two years in Boulder, the son of legend Jerry Rice,
continued west and transferred to the University of Southern California. Rice played for the Trojans for two seasons and in those
two seasons he posted 84 catches for 1,402 receiving yards and 16 touchdowns. He was a deep threat and contested catch
weapon for Caleb Wiliams at USC. Rice has the prototypical NFL wide receiver size at 6 foot two and 208 pounds and has shown
the skills necessary to produce at the next level. The process started in Mobile, Alabama for Rice. He attended the Senior Bowl
and put together an impressive week of practices and buzz around the wideout was beginning to build. Next stop was the NFL
Combine where Rice ran 4.50 40-yard dash. Not only did he run a bit faster than expected, he performed really strongly during the
skills portion of the workout. At the beginning of the process Rice was projected to be a day three pick but now he can potentially
go in day two. -Matty Kiwoom
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There is a very popular ride at Disney World in Florida called Tower of Terror. The point of the ride is to
have guests plummet towards the ground. It is a straight down kind of attraction. Jacob Cowing’s draft
stock has taken an epic ride on the Tower of Terror. When he arrived at the Senior Bowl, his measurables
were a lot less than listed. Cowing proved that he has straight line speed at the combine but questions
about his overall agility are still there. Unfortunately, a player of Cowing’s size needs to pitch a perfect
game (ala Tank Dell) and he falls short. No pun intended.
-Matty Kiwoom

MOORE
Elijah

JACOB COWING  ATHLETICISM
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Jamari Thrash spent the first three seasons of his college career at Georgia St. where he was somewhat of a late
bloomer, not fully breaking out until his junior year where had 61 catches and 1,000+ receiving yards. He then transferred
to Louisville for his senior season and proved that he could put up similar numbers against Power-5 competition. He had a
career high 63 receptions and lead a very good Louisville team in receiving yards by a wide margin (451 yards more than
the next closest player). Overall, his best player comp is without a doubt is Jahan Dotson. Very similar size and athletic
testing numbers, and also just a similar game. They aren’t going to wow you with their speed or their size, but they are just
good all-around players. Thrash probably won’t go anywhere near where Dotson did (16th overall pick in 2022) but he’s
definitely a name to keep an eye on in the late rounds of your rookie drafts. -Tyler Knaeble

DOTSON
Jahan

JAMARI THRASH ATHLETICISM
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WICKS
Dontayvion

JAVON BAKER ATHLETICISM

After departing Tuscaloosa for greener pastures, Javon Baker attempted to join the Kentucky Wildcats prior to the 2021 season, but things fell through.
Baker wasn’t the only transfer receiver to attempt to join Kentucky, as Taj Harris from Syracuse had similar issues. But it was for the best, as Baker made
his way to Orlando and joined Gus Malzahn and the Central Florida Knights where he immediately saw his presence felt with three straight 80-plus yard
receiving games during his junior season. Baker's suddenness in and out of breaks is high-level, and his ball skills are second to few. He has an
interesting career that saw super high highs, winning a championship with Alabama, but where he rarely saw the field. Baker resurrected his career in
Orlando. My expectation is he falls in the mid-rounds of the NFL draft and earns a role early in an NFL offense. As one of my higher-ranked receivers in
the 2024 draft class, I will be interested to see where he falls in the NFL draft and how that affects the fantasy industry’s view on his potential. If Baker put
up the same statistics and accolades at Alabama, we would be talking about him as a likely first round rookie selection in May, but he didn’t do it at
Alabama. Baker had a solid 27-percent slot rate in 2023, up from 11-percent in 2022. He also saw his ADOT increase from 11.4 as a sophomore to 17.1
as a senior and he finished his career with 82 first downs and 12 touchdowns on 108 receptions. He is an all-around playmaker, and the transition to the
NFL should be a rock-steady one, as he is a big play threat and a shifty route runner with aggression at the catch point. One player that comes to mind
as a rookie season portrayal is Chris Godwin, Godwin pulled in 34 receptions for 525 yards and one touchdown in his rookie season.  -Cody Carpentier
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CLAYPOOL
Chase

JOHNNY WILSON ATHLETICISM

Wilson is one of the draft's most interesting players. He has a wide arrange of opinions among fantasy analysts, and most likely
a wide range of grades from NFL teams. His size/speed combination is incredible. Wilson broke the NFL combine record by
being the tallest WR to ever participate at 6-6 3/8th tall (breaking now NFL TE Darren Waller's record). He broke a second
record with the largest wingspan ever recorded at the WR position (84.5 inches). His 4.52 40 yard dash did not get a lot of
attention, but considering his size it is a remarkable number. 

In two season's at FSU, Wilson finished with 1514 receiving yards and 85 catches after transfering in from Arizona State. Wilson
scored seven TDs, and earned the nickname "Birdman." Wilson dismissed the idea of converting to TE, and is focused on
playing WR at the next level. With his size and athleticism, he has a shot to excel in the right offense. It will be very interesting to
see how NFL teams value his unique profile. -Theo Gremminger
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METCHIE
John

ANTHONY GOULD ATHLETICISM

In 2021, Gould played 91-percent of snaps in the slot for the Beavers. In 2023, that number dropped to just 7.4-
percent, as he lined up 92.6-percent of the time out wide. Although his frame is slight and Gould likely weighs in
around 160lbs, his length and features are that of a player that is closer to 6-feet tall. This allows him to contort at
the catch point and enhance his catch radius. His attack of the football at the catch point and his demeanor on in/out
breaking routes is a key in his war chest. Gould has the skill set to become a dynamic downfield threat for a given
offense, while being utilized as a dynamic slot early on during his rookie campaign. - Cody Carpentier
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JONES
Zay

LUKE MCCAFFREY ATHLETICISM

Luke McCaffrey, son of NFL star Ed and brother of Christian, has some serious bloodlines. Unlike his brother, who starred as a RB
at Stanford and had a clean path to the NFL, McCaffrey’s path has been a lot bumpier. A four star recruit at QB, McCaffrey signed
with Nebraska and entered as an early enrollee. After losing out on the starting QB position, he briefly transferred to Louisville
before ending up at Rice. 
When he landed at Rice, McCaffrey initially stayed at QB with three starts and hardly anything to show for it. He eventually made
the switch to WR- his father’s position, and his production took off. The 23 year old had his best season as a collegiate in 2023,
finishing with 12 TD grabs and 14.2 yards per reception. He then participated in the Senior Bowl and shined, flashing his skills as a
receiver and as a punt returner. He then gained even more momentum with a 4.47 40 at the NFL Combine. McCaffrey has a shot
to be a Day Two selection. -Theo Gremminger 
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PALMER
Trey

JERMAINE BURTON ATHLETICISM

He may have never had a 1,000 yard receiving season at Alabama but Jermaine Burton has the traits to have a
path to a productive role in an NFL offense. He has the size to play at the next level and he has a good athletic
profile. Strong hands at the catch point and he tracks the ball well. The overall depth of this class does Burton
no favors. In a lesser wide receiver class a player with his skill set would stick out more. The Alabama alum is
projected to be picked in the later part of day two and should be on the radars of fantasy managers. Jermain
Burton is routinely a value in round four of rookie drafts.
-Matty Kiwoom
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KELCE 
Travis

Brock Bowers is a 6-4, 240-pound junior tight end from Georgia. Coming out of high school, he was a four-star recruit from
Napa, California. From his very first step onto the Georgia campus, he changed the Bulldogs offense and it was clear that the
team was going to run through the tight end. That would be the case for Bowers' entire collegiate career. He would never
have a season with less than 70 targets. His versatility and unique ability to dominate with the ball in his hands made him a
special player. Bowers made an impact immediately. As a true freshman, he recorded 56 catches for 882 yards and 13
touchdowns. He was able to capture these numbers with a 20-percent target share. His follow up season was even better.
Bowers caught 63 passes for 942 yards and added seven more scores to his career total. He led the Bulldogs to back-to-back
National Championships. This past season was the worst on paper, mainly due to him playing in 10 games, as opposed to the
15 he played in his first two years in college. The talented tight end still had 56 receptions for more than 700 yards and found
paydirt six times. Bowers put together a very successful college career and proved that he is one of the best overall players in
this entire draft class. For most players, the workout metrics are the most important factor when evaluating rookies for fantasy
football. But for Brock Bowers, most were wondering what his weight would look like when measured at the NFL Combine.
The Georgia tight end came in over 240-pounds, a mark that satisfied the football world. A nagging hamstring issue has kept
Bowers from participating in any workouts. No combine workout, no Pro Day workout, but he will be working out privately with
interested teams soon. Regardless of how he went about the process, he is one of the best players not just at the position but
the entire class, and is a lock to be a first round selection.  -Matty Kiwoom
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MUSGRAVE
Luke

The conversation surrounding the TE position in the 2024 NFL draft has largely, and understandably,
centered around Brock Bowers. But when it comes to identifying the draft’s TE2, Sanders is certainly in
the mix. A 21 year old classic move TE, Sanders burst onto the national scene as a sophomore. The
former Five Star recruit set a Texas record with 54 receptions- the most ever for a Longhorns TE.
Sanders was named to The All Big 12 first team in 2023 and 2024. Sanders has similar size to Sam
LaPorta, Dalton Kincaid, Evan Engram and Trey McBride at nearly 6-4 and 245 pounds. His 40 time at
the combine was somewhat disappointing at only 4.69, but there have been plenty of fantasy friendly
TEs with this level of speed. Sanders is a strong pass catcher and a good route runner. He was able to
produce and standout despite being surrounded by multiple NFL players. Sanders could run into some
issues as blocker, which could limit his total snaps played. He ideally lands with a team that wants to
utilize him as a versatile weapon in the passing game. I am high on Sanders and believe that he has
the potential to be a weekly starter in fantasy football. -Theo Gremminger 
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KMET
Cole

BEN SINNOTT ATHLETICISM

For over two years, Brock Bowers has been the shiny golden nugget in the eyes of Dynasty football managers among
tight end prospects. Who was the second-best TE prospect remained a question mark for Draftniks and Dynasty
managers like myself? At the Combine, Ben Sinnott stood out as one of the more athletic tight end prospects, and I
propelled him to second in my rankings. At 6-4 and 250 pounds, the former Wildcats’ product displayed burst,
acceleration and explosion in Indianapolis. He is a classic two-way competitor and likely earns snaps based on his
versatility early in his career. In my TE model, he stands out with a 13.9 yards per reception, 22% aerial dominator and
10.1 aDOT: all three statistics foreshadow NFL, and fantasy, production. In the fourth and fifth rounds of Dynasty Drafts,
I will select Sinnott as often as possible. -John Laub
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MUSGRAVE
Luke

THEO JOHNSON ATHLETICISM

Theo Johnson is the definition of a question mark prospect. He has everything you want in a tight end…except the production. He’s 23
years old, 6-6, 259-pounds, and runs a 4.53 40-yard dash. He sports a 97th-percentile Speed Score, a 95th-percentile Burst Score, and a
98th-percentile Catch Radius. At this year’s combine, Johnson had the best shuttle and 10-yard split among tight ends, and the second-
best 40, vertical and broad jumps. Simply put, his athleticism is tantalizing. As mentioned, Johnson didn’t do much at the college level.
Across his four years at Penn State he amassed only 77 receptions, 938 yards, and 12 TDs. But maybe that’s just it - Penn State just
doesn’t really use their tight ends. Brenton Strange just got drafted in the 2nd round and finished his four years at Penn State with fewer
receptions, yards and TDs. Strange is also shorter, smaller and lighter than Johnson.
With all that in mind, don’t be surprised if Johnson gets fairly high draft capital. He impressed at the Senior Bowl, impressed at the
Combine, and has the tools be an explosive threat at the next level. If he lands in a TE-friendly offense, it may be wheels up for Johnson!
-Jason Allwine
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SMITH
Irv

JAHEIM BELL ATHLETICISM

Bell is one of the more interesting names at the TE position heading into the NFL Draft. He produced in the SEC and The ACC.
Bell broke out as a sophomore at South Carolina, with nearly 500 receiving yards and five TDs. He then transfered to Florida
State and grew as an NFL Prospect. Despite the presence of Keon Coleman, Johnny Wilson and Trey Benson, Bell finished
the 2023 season with 39 catches for 503 yards.He displayed YAC and big play ability, finishing the season with nearly 13 yards
per reception. Bell projects as a move TE and appealing weapon for NFL teams. Players with his size can struggle for a large
snap share, but in terms of per touch efficiency, Bell has solid fantasy potential. He helped himself immensely at the NFL
combine, running a sizzling 4.61 40 yard dash- the third fastest time among all TEs. Bell also finished top five in the broad jump
and the vertical. Speed and versatily in the passing game are Bell's best assets. In the right system, he can be a fantasy asset.  
-Theo Gremminger
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HIGBEE
Tyler

CADE STOVER ATHLETICISM

Cade Stover is a fifth-year senior and a three-year letterman tight end for THE Ohio State University. Stover is
6-4, 247-pounds, and he is coming off his best season as a Buckeye. He finished 2023 with 41 catches for 576
yards and five touchdowns. The tight end ran a 4.65 40-yard dash, which was 83rd-percentile, and boasts a
79th-percentile Speed Score. Stover has displayed sticky hands and solid technique, and that is enough to
make him a projected third round pick. Stover is a sleeper to be the second best tight end in the class when we
look back in a few years. -Matty Kiwoom
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Jared Wiley is an intriguing prospect with athleticism and size. He started his career as
a three-star recruit at Texas, later transferring to TCU. Wiley excelled this past season
for the Horned Frogs, finishing the season with 47 receptions, eight TDs and 520
receiving yards. He impressed at the NFL Combine with a 4.62 40 and a 9-10 Broad
Jump. Wiley should hear his name called late on Day Two or early on Day Three of the
NFL Draft. -Theo Gremminger 

THOMAS
Logan

JARED WILEY ATHLETICISM
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I hope you enjoyed the PlayerProfiler 2024 Rookie Guide!

A ton of work went into producing this guide, and we hope you
find it to be an invaluable resource in dominating your

leagues! A special thanks goes out to everyone who
contributed to this guide and worked behind the scenes to

produce it. 

As a reminder, please check back after the NFL Draft and find
UPDATED rankings. 

And as always, the best Dynasty and Redraft rankings
available anywhere can be found at PlayerProfiler.com!

                    
Tune in live on PlayerProfiler YouTube for the entire NFL

Draft. We will be live streaming every round and providing
coverage throughout the draft with a fantasy football focus. 

-Theo Gremminger, Director of Content 
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